
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1653

“Hahaha! So courageous! The Lin family is really eye-catching, and

even swept the enchanting villain like you out of the house!”

“It’s a pity, if you are the young master of the Lin family, I will do my

best to help you become king. You are better than the three geniuses of

the Lin family combined!”

“It is too violent to kill a genius like you, you should be a hero!”

One by one, great masters appeared one after another, and after seeing

Lin Fan, they couldn’t help but sigh, and they all felt sorry for Lin Fan.

Even if it was them, they couldn’t help feeling that Lin Fan was too

good!

If he is not an enemy of the Lin family, how good would it be?

just!

Lin Fan sneered and sneered:

“Listen to your tone, you seem to have taken me down?”

“Dog stuff, do you think you can survive now?”

Lin Jiangxing roared sharply, staring at Lin Fan with bitter eyes:

“This time the eight great masters that our Lin family invited, and

countless other grand masters, the entire Lin family has already come

out!”

“I don’t believe it, you still have the power to fight!”

Lin Zhaohe and the Lin family all laughed grinningly at this moment.

It seems that Lin Fan at this time is already dead in their eyes!

This force, looking at the entire China, is enough to sweep everything!

Even if Lin Fan had great abilities, he couldn’t escape his birth.

Today, must die! ! !

Lin Zhaohe also stared at Lin Fan fiercely, and said with a grin:

“Lin Fan, you can explain your last words!”

Hahaha!

just!

At this moment, Lin Fan laughed loudly, laughing and shaking his head

again and again, his face contemptuously, as if he had heard some joke.

Ok?

Everyone was stunned, this guy could still laugh when he died?

Is it true that the brave is fearless, or is it extremely stupid?

“why are you laughing?”

Lin Jiangxing was furious and didn’t like Lin Fan’s current attitude. This

guy seemed to be laughing at him.

“So, you are planning to bully fewer people with more people”?

The aura of Lin Fan’s body instantly changed, waves of murderous

intent surging crazily in his body, like a volcano about to erupt.

“Hahaha, so what? Are we going to deceive more and less, be angry?

Shame? To blame, blame you for being too arrogant and daring to

break into the imperial capital alone!”

A crazy smile appeared on Lin Jiangxing’s face and gritted his teeth:

“I won’t kill you so easily, I will cut you thousands of times, and torture

you slowly to death!”

“Use your blood to pay homage to my son!”

Hear the words!

Lin Fan shrugged and smiled:

“I don’t have any opinion, but I’m afraid they won’t agree!”

they?

Upon hearing this, Lin Jiangxing and others’ expressions suddenly

changed. Is there anyone else here?

At the moment, everyone suddenly looked around nervously. Does this

guy still have a back-up?

Lin Fan walked toward the front step by step, the expression in his eyes

became colder and colder, and a frightening grin appeared at the

corner of his mouth:

“I don’t say that this time I came to the imperial capital alone!”

just!

When Lin Jiangxing heard this, he laughed and didn’t care at all.

“Idiot, do you think we’re afraid to find some cats and dogs? Now that

I’m in the Lin family’s formation, you can’t use anyone you find! It’s

just for your funeral!”

just!

As soon as the voice fell, a fishy wind suddenly swept over!

“No! This breath is wrong!”

For an instant, the great masters present were suddenly shocked, and

they had obviously sensed an extremely dangerous aura, so they were

all shocked.

Then, they saw a bloody figure in the distance, slowly approaching!

It’s like hell is coming!

“Lin Fan, what have you done!”

One of the great masters roared in amazement.

And Lin Fan stopped and stared at the grandmaster like a torch:

“I brought my people, an army from hell!”

“Blood Hell!”
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